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Abstract
We propose a new embedding method for a single vector and for a pair
of vectors. This embedding method enables: a) efficient classification and
regression of functions of single vectors; b) efficient approximation of dis-
tance functions; and c) general, non-Euclidean, semimetric learning. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that enables learning any
general, non-Euclidean, semimetrics. That is, our method is a universal
semimetric learning and approximation method that can approximate any
distance function with as high accuracy as needed with or without semi-
metric constraints. The project homepage including code is at: http://
www.ariel.ac.il/sites/ofirpele/ID/
1 Introduction
Distance functions are at the core of numerous scientific areas. One can choose
a distance function based on prior knowledge or learn it from data, metric
learning. The most commonly used distance function is the Euclidean distance.
In metric learning, most of the works learn a Mahalanobis distance. These
methods [1–12] learn a linear transform that is applied on each vector and
then apply the squared Euclidean distance (thus these methods are actually
semimetric learning). Kernel metric learning applies embedding separably on
each vector before learning the linear transform (the embedding is done usually
implicitly using the kernel trick). Deep learning methods (such as [13]) learn
an embedding using a deep network and then apply the Euclidean distance
on the embedded vectors (the output of the network). Thus, even kernel and
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deep metric learning can only learn a Euclidean distance. Some works [14–17]
have suggested learning other families of distances. However, these methods are
restricted to the suggested pre-chosen families of distances (e.g. Earth Mover’s
Distance [14, 15] and χ2 [16, 17]). Additionally, they are non-convex. Finally,
multi-metric learning methods [1, 18] learn separate local Mahalanobis metrics
around keypoints. However, they do not learn a global metric. An exception
is [19] which shows how to combine information from several local metrics into
one global metric. However, again it is only able to model Euclidean metrics.
In this paper, we present a method for the approximation and learning of
arbitrary continuous distance functions and semimetrics. That is, a universal
semimetric learning and approximation method. The main difference between
our model and previous models is that our model embeds a pair of vectors jointly
and not separably. The distance between the vectors is the embedded vector
dot product with a vector of parameters that can be learned. Thus, many of
the learning objectives are convex in our model. Additionally, we can enforce
constraints on the vector of parameters such that the resulting distance will be a
continuous semimetric. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
enables learning and approximation of arbitrary distance functions or arbitrary
semimetrics (where approximation is done by setting the parameters instead of
learning them).
Our method is based on discretization and interpolation of n-dimensional
vector. The discretization allows us to model different regions of the features
space separately, while the interpolation preserves the original continuous values.
Our embedding can also be applied to single vectors as an efficient non-
linear learning method as was done by [20–25]. Our embedding method embeds
a vector into a high dimensional but sparse vector. Thus, learning a linear
classifier in this representation is efficient.
In the following we will describe the most relevant previous works. Maji
et al. [21] approximate any additive kernel using single feature discretization
and linear interpolation (although the motivation was to approximate the his-
togram intersection kernel). This enables learning an approximation of any ad-
ditive model with a time complexity that is linear in the dimension of the input.
Pele et al. [20] added second order terms that approximate cross-relationships
between two features. Pele et al. [26] showed that the same embedding en-
ables learning any bin-to-bin distance. Bin-to-bin distances are distances that
compare corresponding bins of a vector to its exact corresponding bin in the
second vector (e.g. the ith entry of # „x1 is compared only to the ith entry of # „x2).
Bernal et al. [27] suggested adding n-features relationships for a single vector,
called “Piecewise-N-linear binning”. This method uses a different interpolation
scheme that like our method its memory complexity is exponential in the num-
ber of features used, but in contrary to our method its time complexity is also
exponential. Whereas, in our case the time complexity is only n lgnc. Addition-
ally, our method enables modeling general, non-Euclidean, semimetric distance
functions.
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Algorithm 1 ID embedding algorithm
Input: #„x ∈ Rn
Input: V ∈ Rn×c a matrix that contains sorted discretization points for each
dimension in each row (see Eq. 1).
Output:
#„
φ ∈ [0, 1]cn a sparse vector
1: φ = empty (all zeros), cn-dimensional, sparse vector
2: \\ Clips to the maximum or minimum respectively and then finds the
3: \\ largest per-coordinate vertex of the hyperrectangle in which
4: \\ the clipped point #„x is in and normalize to unit hyperrectangle
5: for i = 0 . . . n− 1 do
6: xi = min(max(xi, vi,0), vi,c−1)
7: di = minj∈[1,2,...,c−1] s.t : xi ≤ vi,j
8: xˆi =
xi−vi,di−1
vi,di−vi,di−1
9: \\ Finds the simplex (permutation)
10: [s0, s1, . . . , sn−1] = sort [0, 1, . . . , n− 1] according to [xˆ0, xˆ1, . . . , xˆn−1]
11: \\ Computes n+ 1 barycentric coordinates of #„x in the simplex
12: p =
∑n−1
i=0 dic
i
13: σ = 0
14: for i = 0 . . . n− 1 do
15: φp = xˆsi − σ
16: σ = σ + φp
17: p = p− csi
18: φp = 1− σ
19: return
#„
φ
2 Interpolated Discretized Embedding (ID) for a
Single Vector
In this section we describe the ID embedding function. The input for ID is
an n-dimensional vector: #„x ∈ Rn. ID is parameterized by an n × c matrix
that contains sorted discretization points for each dimension in each row (the
generalization to a different number of discretization points for each dimension
is trivial):
V =
 v0,0 v0,1 . . . v0,c−1... ... . . . ...
vn−1,0 vn−1,1 . . . vn−1,c−1

∀ 0 ≤ i < n, vi,0 ≤ vi,1 ≤ · · · ≤ vi,c−1
(1)
The output of ID is a sparse vector (at most n + 1 non-zero values) in the
cn-unit-hypercube: ID( #„x ;V ) ∈ [0, 1]cn . The algorithm is described in Alg. 1.
The algorithm first initializes an empty (all zeros), cn-dimensional, sparse vector
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which will contain at most n + 1 non-zeros entries when it is returned at the
end of the algorithm. The time complexity of this step is O(1).
In lines 5-8 the algorithm clips to the maximum or minimum respectively
and then finds the largest per-coordinate vertex of the hyperrectangle in which
the clipped point #„x is in (in the rectangular grid in the n-dimensional space
that is determined by V ). Additionally, the algorithm implicitly normalizes
the n-hyperrectangle into a n-unit-hypercube (where the largest per-coordinate
vertex of the hypercube is the n-dimensional vector: [1, . . . , 1]). The point
#„x = [x1, . . . , xn] is explicitly normalized into
#„
xˆ = [xˆ0, . . . , xˆn−1]. The time
complexity of this step is O(n lg c) (as V rows are sorted).
The next step is to find out in which simplex the concatenated vector is. We
dissect each hypercube into n! simplexes according to its permutation [28]. In
line 10 we find the simplex in which
#„
xˆ is. The time complexity of this step is
O(n lg n).
The vertices of the simplex are the vertices of the unit-hypercube that have
the same permutation as
#„
xˆ . Thus, they are the n+ 1 points:
[0, . . . , 0], [0, . . . , 1︸︷︷︸
sn−1
, . . . , 0], . . . , [1, . . . , 0︸︷︷︸
s0
, . . . , 1], [1, . . . , 1] (2)
To find the barycentric coordinates λ0, . . . , λn of
#„
xˆ , we need to solve this
set of n+ 1 equations with n+ 1 variables:
[0, . . . , 0]λ0 + [0, . . . , 1︸︷︷︸
sn−1
, . . . , 0]λ1 + · · · + [1, . . . , 0︸︷︷︸
s0
, . . . , 1]λn−1 + [1, . . . , 1]λn = [xˆ0, . . . , xˆn−1]
n∑
i=0
λi = 1
(3)
Lines 12-18 computes these barycentric coordinates efficiently and stores
them in the correct index in φ. We exploit here the fact that we can compute
the vertex [d0 + 1, . . . , dn−1 + 1] index and then update it for all other vertices
by reducing the right power of c. As the powers of c can be precomputed, the
time complexity of this step is O(n).
Clearly, as the number of discretization points increases, we can approximate
any Lipschitz continuous function.
The time complexity of ID is O(n lg nc). Our embedding method embeds
a vector into a high dimensional but sparse vector. Thus, learning a linear
classifier in this representation is efficient. The memory complexity, however is
high: O(cn). As the embedding is into a sparse vector, the memory that we
need for learning from k objects can be reduced to O(kn) and then the time
complexity is O(n lg nck).
A possible regularization that also reduces memory complexity is to use
groups of indices. That is, let S = {Si}gi=1, Si ⊆ [1, . . . , n], we define the ID
embedding with respect to these groups as the concatenation of embedding each
sub-vector (defined by the indices):
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ID( #„x ;S) = [ID( #„xS1) . . . ID( #„xSg )] (4)
For example, using groups of size k the time complexity is O(
(
n
k
)
k lg ck), but
using caching and merging it can be reduced to O(min(n lg nc +
(
n
k
)
k, n lg c +(
n
k
)
k lg k)).
3 Interpolated Discretized Embedding (ID) for a
Pair of Vectors
Let [ # „x1, # „x2] ∈ [l, u]2n be a concatenation of the two vectors and let V ′ = [V ;V ] ∈
[l, u]2n×c be a concatenation of V (see Eq. 1) to itself row-wise. In this section
we show that we can constraint #„w ∈ Rc2n entries such that d( # „x1, # „x2; #„w) =
ID([ # „x1, # „x2]) · #„w will be a semimetric.
Semimetrics are distance functions between two objects o
1
, o
2
that satisfy
the following properties:
d(o
1
, o
2
) ≥ 0 (non-negativity) (5)
d(o
1
, o
2
) = 0 if and only if o
1
= o
2
(identity of indiscernibles) (6)
d(o
1
, o
2
) = d(o
2
, o
1
) (symmetry) (7)
As ID([ # „x1, # „x2]) ∈ [0, 1]c2n , if we constraint ∀ 0 ≤ p < c2n, wp ≥ 0 then
d( # „x1,
# „x2;
#„w) = ID([ # „x1, # „x2]) · #„w will be non-negative.
For the first side of identity of indiscernibles we need to show that if # „x1 = # „x2
then d( # „x1, # „x2; #„w) = ID([ # „x1, # „x2]) · #„w = 0. For this we need to constraint #„w entries
to be zero for the discrete points in the grid where the first vector is equal to
the second:
∀ ((p =
2n−1∑
i=0
dic
i) ∧ (0 ≤ di < c) ∧ (∀ 0 ≤ i < 2n− 1, di = dn+i)), wp = 0
(8)
Eq. 8 is one side of the identity of indiscernibles property for points that
are on the discrete grid. The generalization for other points follows from that
ID([ # „x1, # „x2]) contains barycentric coordinates of the simplex in which [ # „x1, # „x2] is
in. If # „x1 = # „x2 then the point [ # „x1, # „x2] will be in several simplices, where all of
them share vertcies that satisfy Eq. 8. Thus, the interpolation will be only from
zero-valued vertices and it will also be zero.
For the other side of the identity of indiscernibles we need to show that if
# „x1 6= # „x2 then d( # „x1, # „x2; #„w) = ID([ # „x1, # „x2]) · #„w > 0. This is easily achievable by
adding ε > 0 to the distance if the vectors differ before the clipping to maximum
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and minimum and by constrainting #„w entries to be non zeroes for discrete points
in the grid where the first vector is not equal to the second:
∀ ((p =
2n−1∑
i=0
dic
i) ∧ (0 ≤ di < c) ∧ (∃ 0 ≤ i < 2n− 1, di 6= dn+i)), wp > 0
(9)
Eq. 9 is the other side of the identity of indiscernibles property for points
that are on the discrete grid. The generalization for other points follows from
the same reasons as the first side.
Finally, we need to show how to achieve symmetry. This is done by a simple
change of the ID embedding function. We can add a line that swaps the vectors
if the first vector is lexicographically smaller than the second vector.
As we embed the two vectors jointly, it is clear that as the number of dis-
cretization points increases, we can approximate any Lipschitz continuous dis-
tance measure and impose any of the semimetrics constrains. Thus, our method
can approximate or learn any semimetric and not just the Euclidean or other
families of distances.
As we mentioned in Section 2, the time complexity of ID is O(n lg nc). Thus,
the time complexity of a naïve algorithm for finding the nearest neighbor in a
dataset that contains u examples, is O(un lgnc). Instead, we can clip to the
maximum or minimum respectively and then find the largest per-coordinate
vertex of the hyperrectangle in which the clipped point is in and normalize to
unit hyperrectangle and then find the simplex (permutation) for each point in
the dataset in an offline stage. In the online stage, we can do the same only for
the single point and merge in order to get the full permutation. Thus, finding
the nearest neighbor time complexity is O(n lg cn + un). Similarly, computing
all distances between u examples time complexity is O(un lg cn+ u2n).
4 Applications of Interpolated Discretized Em-
bedding (ID)
There are many possible applications of ID. ID can be applied to single vectors
as an efficient non-linear learning method as was done by [20–25]. Our embed-
ding method embeds a vector into a high dimensional but sparse vector. Thus,
learning a linear classifier in this representation is efficient.
Many metric learning methods can use d( # „x1, # „x2; #„w) = ID([ # „x1, # „x2]) · #„w instead
of the squared Mahalanobis distance d( # „x1, # „x2;A) = ( # „x1 − # „x2)TA( # „x1 − # „x2) and
thus be universal distance function learning methods. Learning is often convex
as the distance is a linear function. Enforcing semimetric properties can easily be
done as these are linear constraints. The one dimensional ID was used by Pele
et al. [26] with the Large Margin Metric Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) learning
framework [1]. We note that embedding all pairs with ID enables learning
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any distance that takes pairs of features into account. If c = O(n) then time
complexity is O(n2), just like regular Mahalanobis learning but we can learn
O(n2c2) parameters of the distance. Additionally, the distance is not restricted
to Euclidean.
It is useful to have an approximation of distances that their computation
have high time complexity, such as the Earth Mover’s Distance [29–31]. Most of
these works include embedding the vectors to a different space and then using
a distance such as L1 [32–35]. However, it is well known that not all distances
are embeddable to L1 or L2 [36]. Using ID we can approximate any distance as
accurate as we want by increasing the number of discretization points. The main
difference between our method and previous work is that our method embeds
the points jointly and not separably.
In distance regression, we do not know the distance function and we would
like to learn it from examples. That is, we are given examples, where each
example is a pair of two vectors and their distance and we would like to learn
an approximation of the true unknown distance function also for unseen pairs
of vectors. There has not been much work on these problems [19, 37]. Using
ID metric regression can be easily modeled as a least squares or least absolute
deviations problems. Again, semimetric properties can be imposed by linear
constraints.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a new embedding method which enables: efficient classification
and regression of functions of single vectors, efficient approximation of dis-
tance functions, and general, non-Euclidean, semimetric learning. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work that enables learning arbitrary semimet-
rics. That is, our method is a universal semimetric learning and approximation
method that can approximate any distance measure with as high accuracy as
needed with or without semimetric constraints.
Interesting future work includes evaluating the method empirically on real-
world datasets, both for single vectors classification and regression and for metric
learning applications. It would also be interesting to develop efficient clustering
and nearest neighbor algorithms for ID. The project homepage including code
is at: http://www.ariel.ac.il/sites/ofirpele/ID/
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